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ANALYS IS OF COMMUTATED NETWORKS 
EMPLOYING FEEDBACK CIRCUITS 
INTRODUCTION 
The development of advanced automatic control systems often requires 
new and unusual circuits, components, techniques, and other such i tems, to 
provide the necessary control to accomplish a specific mission. An adaptive 
automatic flight control system for large space booster vehicles has been 
developed [ 1-41 that uses tracking-notch filters composed of commutated 
networks ( CN's) . 
literature, it appears that these networks are particularly well suited for  use 
in tracking filters. 
From this successful application and others cited in the 
A commutated network is an electrical network, either active o r  passive, 
consisting of res is tors  and reactive elements which are switched o r  commutated 
in some periodic manner. In this investigation of CN's and in most practical 
cases,  the reactive elements are capacitors. The commutation action in a 
resistor-capacitor CN can transform the frequency response characteristics 
of a low-pass filter into that of a highly selective band-pass filter. Effective 
low-frequency band-pass o r  band-elimination filters can be realized without 
the use of magnetic elements. These and other transformations of a network's 
basic characteristics provide very interesting properties that are useful for  
some special applications. The CN's are also called chopper networks [ 51 o r  
modulation-demodulation networks [ 61 for full-wave balanced chopping o r  
modulating circuits. When Lhe frequency of the input signal to the network is 
the same as the commutation frequency, Lhe networks are called synchronous 
networks [ 71. 
Two simple mechanizations of CN's are shown in Figures I and 2. The 
network of Figure I consists of two commutators with capacitors connected to 
corresponding commutator elements. 
capacitor undergo simultaneous commutation by a pair of wipers o r  brushes 
driven at a specific frequency of rotation. The commutation action of this CN 
is referred to as balanced half-wave commutation and is discussed briefly 
later in  this report. 
by Le Page [ 81, Smith [ 91, Fischl [ I O ] ,  and others. The network of Figure 2 
represents the more practical circuit and it can be mechanized with either 
The two commutator elements of each 
This CN, o r  a similar configuration, has been analyzed 
electromechanical relays o r  elec- 
tronic switches. The commutation 
action of this CN is called full-wave 
balanced commutation and it is the 
commutation used in this investiga- 
tion. Multicapacitor networks with 
polyphase commutation functions 
can be obtained easily by inter- 
connecting networks of this type 
and other basic CN's. The analysis 
techniques applicable to the net- 
work of Figure 2 can be extended to 
apply to the network of Figure I ,  as 
shown by Franks and Sandberg [ I l l .  
A number of real problems 
involving the tracking of a signal 
frequency have generated a con- 
siderable'amount of literature on 
CN's.  Most papers dealing with 
analysis are usually restricted to 
a particular network configuration 
and the restraints imposed limit 
the application of the results. 
Some investigators have attempted 
to generalize the results of their 
work; for example, Franks and 
Sandberg [ 111 presented an excel- 
lent analysis of polyphase CN's 
which they called an N-path filter. 
Tobin [ 121 made an extensive 
FIGURE I. AN N-CAPACITOR CN 
FIGURE 2 .  A SINGLE-CAPACITOR CN 
study of synchronous networks which are a subclass of CN's and consequently 
do not reveal some important CN characteristics. The analysis of CN's s t a r t s  
with either the single-capacitor unit o r  with an N-capacitor unit, where N is 
assumed extremely large. The single-capacitor CN can be analyzed easily 
using differential equations o r  difference equations. Neither of these methods, 
however, can be extended readily to apply to polyphase CN's. Operational methods 
are usually employed when treating polyphase CN's. The restraint  imposed by 
assuming a large number of capacitors in  the C N  is usually employed to justify 
the use of sample-data theory; the dwell time is extremely short when compared 
to the total period. If this assumption is invalid and if sample-data techniques 
2 
are used, then finite-width sampling analysis would have to be used with its 
attendant complexity. 
In the literature reviewed, a good, accurate frequency domain analysis 
of the single-capacitor CN w a s  missing. Therefore, an analytical and experi- 
mental investigation w a s  undertaken to f i l l  this void. Some very basic relation- 
ships of single-capacitor and multicapacitor CN's were revealed in this study. 
Transient analysis of CN's has been treated by Tobin [ 121 , Asner [ 131 , and 
Feaster [ 141 and does not constitute a part  of this investigation. 
The analysis of CN's with a feedback path, although a very real problem, 
has not received much attention in the literature. In AC carrier control systems, 
where modulation introduces undesirable harmonics in the control loop, it is 
almost universally assumed that a low-pass filter in the system's output circuit 
suppresses all the harmonics, and therefore only the input signal frequency is 
considered present in the feedback path. Carroll  [ 151 treated the problem of 
CNts with constant gain elements in the feedback path and included the effects 
of all the harmonics generated by the commutation action. A new method for 
analyzing CN's with frequency dependent elements in the feedback path, which 
represents a generalization of Carroll 's work and an extension of Frank's and 
Sandberg's work, is developed later in this report. 
Because experimental data are used to substantiate analytical results,  
a detailed description of the experimental procedures is given in Appendix A. 
METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
The methods of analysis briefly described here  are those employing 
full-wave balanced commutation and include: 
I. Classical Method 
2. Difference Equations 
3.  Modulation Equivalents 
4. Laplace Transforms. 
3 
Before proceeding with the discussion of these techniques, the difference 
between full-wave and half-wave balanced commutation functions wil l  be exam- 
ined. The terms commutation o r  switching will usually be used in  place of the 
terms modulation, demodulation, o r  chopping, as might be found in the indi- 
cated literature references. Unbalanced commutation will  not be treated in this 
investigation and therefore all future references to commutation, unless other- 
wise stated, are to balanced commutation. 
+1. 
0 
ience, the expression for  p( t) 
later in this report  is the complex 
used 
For  mathematical conven- 
--1 
Fourier series of the ideal square- 
Co m m u t  at ion Fu n c t io n s 
I 8- 
jT/2 :7? ;3T/2 t 
*d 
I I I I 
The type of commutation function used in  this investigation is called an  
ideal square wave function and can be expressed mathematically in  several 
ways. For  illustration purposes, the commutation function can be written 
as 
where wo is the commutation frequency in radians per second. The function 
p( t) has an amplitude of & I and a period T equal to 2 r /w0 seconds. 
commutation function p( t) is the analytical expression of the square wave 
switching function s(wot) and is shown as a function of time in Figure 3. 
A s  seen in  Figure 3,  p( t) is a quasi- 
continuous function and is defined 
over the entire interval T. 
The 
lP( t) 
FIGURE 3.  IDEAL FULL-WAVE 
COMMUTATION FUNCTION 
+ m  
odd 
4 
The Fourier series representation of p( t) satisfies the cri terion. 
p(t) P(t) = 1 everywhere, except at a countable number of points, i .e.,  at 
where k = 0, t = -  
Frequent use wi l l  be made of powers of p( t) , such as [p( t) ] = 1 , [ p( t) ] = 
1, * 2, i 3 . . . and the function is always finite. kT 2 
P(t) , etc. 
A half-wave commutation function r( t) is shown in Figure 4. The 
complex Fourier series for  the function in Figure 4 is 
-- .. n=-m 
odd 
( 3 )  
This is the function that applies to the CN of Figure i for the two-capacitor 
case. A number of techniques have been used to analyze CN's employing half- 
wave commutation. Fischl[ 101 used time-varying transforms, Franks and 
Sandberg [ 111 used Laplace transforms, and Tou [ 161 used point by point 
methods. Although the analytical techniques developed here are for  CN's 
employing full-wave commutation, they are also applicable to CN's employing 
half-wave commutation. 
It is known that ideal full-wave commutation cannot be obtained in real 
There is always some dead-time where the value of p( t )  is neither circuits. 
+ 1 o r  - i ,  as shown in Figure 5. The Fourier se r ies  for the function of 
Figure 5 is 
+ c a  
jnw& 
E 
-2j 2b r' cos (m 9 n = - w  
odd 
where 2b is the dead-time. 
A s  b approaches zero, in equation (4) , the nonideal commutation 
approaches the ideal commutation case. Tobin [ 121, Asner [ 131 , and Wilson 
[ 51 have treated CN's  with nonideal commutation. The case of full-wave 
nonsymmetrical commutation functions has been investigated by Borelli and 
Hosenthien [ 11 and by Asner [ 131. 
5 
+ 1 '  
0 
FIGURE 4. HALF-WAVE COMMUTATION FUNCTION 
r ( t )  
J r 
I 
I I 
1 t 
I I I 
I I I 
I 8 
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.' + t  
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FIGURE 5. NONIDEAL FULL-WAVE COMMUTATION FUNCTION 
The effects of nonideal commutation can be ignored in practically all 
servo-control applications when modern electronic switching techniques are 
employed for  commutation. A commutation circuit developed by McGowan [ 41 
has a switching time on the order  of ten microseconds (10 x 
400 Hz carrier control system, the cosine term in equation (4) would be 
. For  a 
) = cos (27rnX 0.002), 
5 x 10-6 
1/400 cos (2wn 
and for  the fundamental term, or  n = I, this term would be 0.9992 = I. Thus, 
the dead-time is negligible. The effects of nonideal commutation will not be 
investigated further. 
6 
Methods of Analysis 
A basic active CN that will be used repeatedly in this investigation is 
shown in Figure 6. The reason for  selecting the active two-terminal-pair CN 
is that a considerable number of experimental studies have been made using 
this particular network configuration. The operational amplifier itself wi l l  be 
assumed linear and wi l l  not be analyzed in detail because it is not a necessary 
part of the commutated network. The operational amplifier is used to provide 
an added degree of flexibility. 
The dynamical equation for  the circuit of Figure 6 can be shown to be 
[ i l  
- + A p y = -  c€ px 
dt 7 T 
where 
y = y( t )  , the output voltage 
x 7 x(t)  , the input voltage 
p = p(t)  = s ( w o t )  , the commutation function 
Equation (5) is a linear differential equation with time varying coefficients 
and there are several ways of solving it. 
The classical method of solution used by Roan [ 171 is the simplest of the 
four methods being reviewed in this section. However, for  polyphase CN's, 
that is, if more than one commutation function is employed in the network, the 
complexity of the analysis problem increases very rapidly. Because the com- 
mutation function being employed has a value of either + 1 o r  - 1, equation (5) 
can be solved by substituting into the equation the appropriate value of p(t) f o r  
7 
a specific period of time and then 
specifying an input for x(  t) . Roan 
used a sinusoidal input signal and 
zero initial conditions. Equation 
(5)  w a s  then solved repetitively X(t)( r ")Y ( t) 
'R"; 
P - - and an expression for  the output, y( t) , for any interval of time was  - P - 
derived. Roan did not extend his 
analysis to polyphase CN's. FIGURE 6. A SINGLE-CAPACITOR CN 
The classical method was also used by Asner [ 131 to analyze a CN 
employing two commutation functions having a relative time delay of T/4 sec- 
onds, as shown in Figure 7. The specific CN analyzed is shown in Figure 8. 
t 
FIGURE 7. COMMUTATING FUNC TIONS 
The dynamical equation representing the CN of Figure 8 was  converted into two 
linearly independent differential equations with time varying coefficients. For  
some nth period of commutation, where n is any positive integer, an initial 
condition was  assumed and the input signal was  specified as a sinusoidal voltage. 
The two differential equations were  solved for each quarter of the nth com- 
mutation period. The actual value of the initial condition was obtained for each 
quarter-period by using a linear difference equation, and the resulting expres- 
sion is very similar to that derived by Roan. With the solution for  each 
quarQr-period of commutation and the initial condition to match the boundary 
conditions, Asner  obtained a solution in the time domain. 
Difference equation methods were used by Tobin [ 121 to generate both 
the transient and steady-state responses for  a generalized single-capacitor 
synchronws network. A synchronous network, a special case of the CN, was 
8 
FIGURE 8. A TWO-CAPACITOR CN 
previously defined. The analysis consisted of solving the two circuit voltage 
equations, in difference equation form, fo r  the charge on the capacitor a t  the 
beginning of each switching interval of time resulting from the commutation 
action. The charge on the capacitor a t  the beginning of each switching interval 
is the initial condition for that interval. With the two circuit voltage equations 
and the initial condition, a continuous solution w a s  obtained between each switch- 
ing interval. Tobin extended his results to handle polyphase synchronous net- 
works but the method becomes very complex in much the same manner as the 
classical/ method. 
i I 
I 
The method of modulation equivalents w a s  developed by Hosenthien [ 181 
to analyze AC circuits employing suppressed-carrier amplitude modulation. 
The method consists of resolving the network's input and output signals into an 
orthogonal set, with reference to the fundamental frequency component of the 
square wave commutation function. Thus, the component of the input signal i n  
phase with the fundamental frequency component of the commutation function 
would constitute the direct component; the component of the input signal either 
delayed o r  advanced by T/4 seconds with respect to the fundamental frequency 
component of the cominutation function would constitute the quadrature com- 
ponent. The Laplace transform complex translation theorem [ 191 is used to 
derive a two-by-two transfer matrix from the noncommutated transfer function 
of the CN. Using Laplace transforms and matrix algebra, @e syste 
analyzed and the output can be expressed in terms of the derived transfer 
9 
matrix and the Laplace transform of the input signal. A s  special cases, the 
CN's of Figures 6 and 8 can be analyzed by the method of modulation equivalents 
with a single frequency input signal. The method will also handle the analysis 
of polyphase CN's [ 201. 
The Laplace transform method was applied to the analysis of the N-path 
filter by Franks and Sandberg [ ii] . The particular configuration analyzed is 
shown in Figure 9. By redrawing the CN of Figure i, an equivalence to the 
N-path filter configuration can easily be visualized with the proper selection of 
the commutation functions p ( t)  . However, the correspondence between the 
N-path filter of Figure 9 and the CN of Figure 10 is not quite so readily dis- 
cernible. 
Figure 10 is the configuration of Figure 9. 
N 
Later it will  be shown that the equivalent block diagram of the C N  of 
FIGURE 9. THE N-PATH FILTER 
The expressions derived by Franks and Sandberg to characterize the 
network of Figure 9 are 
10 
+a, 
V ( s )  = F(k ,  s)U(s-jkNNwo) 
k=-m 
+ m  
where N is the number of forward paths in Lhe network and P and Ql a re  kN-l 
the coefficients of the complex Fourier se r ies  of the dommutating functions. 
In the CN's analyzed here ,  the commutation functions p( t) and q( t) , as  shown 
in Figure 9, are identical. 
FIGURE 10. A N  N-CAPACITOR CN 
Franks and Sandberg used a complete period of commutation to deter- 
mine the phasing of their commutation functions, while in other sources [ 1-41 
and in this paper, a half-period of commutation is used for phasing the 
commutation functions. The half-period phasing gives the same results, 
except for a gain factor proportional to the number of commutation functions, 
as the full-period phasing but with only half the number of commutated elements. 
The Laplace transform method briefly discussed here is used for the analysis 
of CN's throughout the remaining sections. 
This brief review of several  different methods for  handling the analysis 
of CN's does not indicate a clear  superiority for  any particular method. A s  is 
usually the case, the problem to be solved dictates the best method of solution. 
F o r  example, the analysis of the N-path filter is best accomplished by the 
Laplace transform method of Franks and Sandberg, whereas the analysis of a 
system using suppressed carrier amplitude modulation would probably be easier 
using the modulation equivalence method or the difference equation method. The 
Laplace transform method has  been extended to solve a wider range of problems 
than any of the other methods. For example, the polyphase CN with a feedback 
element w a s  solved for  a particular network configuration by Carroll  [ 151 and 
is generalized in this paper using the Laplace transform method, whereas none 
of the other methods have been extended to obtain the exact solution to this type 
of problem. 
Definition of Terms 
Linearity of Commutated Networks. The CN's analyzed in this investiga- 
tion exhibit both linear and nonlinear characteristics. They have linear prop- 
erties in lhat they are composed of linear passive elements and any associated 
amplifiers are maintained in their linear range of operation. The superposition 
theorem applies to CN's as it does to noncommutated linear networks. Equation 
(5) can be used to show how the superposition theorem applies to a CN. 
Let yl( t) be a solution to equation (5) for an applied signal xi( t) , o r  
and let yz also be a solution to equation (5) for an applied signal x2, or  
where x, y, p, E, and T are defined for equation (5 ) .  
For  superposition to hold, it must be shown that y3 = y1 + y2 is also a 
solution of equation (5) for  an input of x3 = xi + x2. Adding equations (8) and 
(9)  yields 
12 
since a, T, and p a r e  independent of y and x. 
required solution for an input of x3 = xi + xz; therefore, superposition applies. 
The solution y3 = yi + yz is the 
The nonlinear property of CN's is the generation of an infinite number 
The generation of these signal components results from the com- 
of signal components, at different frequencies, that appear in the output signal 
of the CN. 
mutation o r  modulation (multiplying) action of the input signal with the square- 
wave commutation function. A description of these signal components is given 
in the next section. 
Output Signal Frequencies of a CN. The output signal of a CN is 
theoretically composed of an infinite number of signal components with different 
frequencies, as can be seen by examination of equation (6 )  . Each of the infinite 
number of signal frequencies appearing in the output of the CN has a definite 
frequency relation to some even order  harmonics of the commutation frequency, 
wo. 
employed in the CN and their relative phasing. For example, if equation (6 )  is 
applicable to a specific CN with N = 4, the even harmonics under discussion 
would be at 4w0, S u o ,  12w0, and so forth. The frequencies of the components 
appearing in the output signal would be at ( 4w0 & w )  , ( 8 ~ 0  f a) , ( 12w0 
and so forth, where w is the input signal frequency. In a frequency spectrum, 
these output signal components are located symmetrically above and below the 
even harmonics of the commutation frequency; therefore, they will  be called 
"side-band" frequencies of the commutation signal. 
The even order  harmonics depend upon the number of commutation functions 
w )  , 
If the input signal frequency is equal to an integral multiple of the com- 
mutation function frequency, then the output signal components will be a t  
frequencies that are harmonics of the commutation frequency, wo. If the input 
signal frequency is an odd multiple of w o ,  the output harmonics wil l  be of odd 
orders;  if the input signal frequency is an even multiple of wo,  the output 
harmonics wil l  be of even orders .  The output signal components of a CN will  
therefore be composed of either harmonics o r  side-band frequencies of the 
commutation frequency, wo, plus a component at the input signal frequency. 
Phase. There are two basic phase relations to be considered in a single- 
capacitor CN. One is the usual phase relation that exists between the input and 
output signals of any network [21] .  However, since the output signal of a CN is 
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composed of an infinite number of components at different frequencies, the out- 
put signal component used to specify this phase relation will be that component 
having the same frequency as the input signal. 
The second phase relation to be discussed is the phase between the input 
signal and the commutation function. The CN input signal in this investigation 
will  always be used as the reference signal and will therefore have zero phase 
shift. When the input signal frequency is equal to the commutation frequency 
wo, the phase between the two signals at any time can be defined as 
where t is the time delay of the commutation function a s  shown in Figure il. 
This phase relation @ can be incorporated in the mathematical expression of 
the commutation function p( t) a s  
d 
INPUT SIGNAL 
FIGURE il. TIME DELAY BETWEEN INPUT SIGNAL AND 
COMMUTATION FUNCTION 
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where $I is defined in equation (11) . 
S INGLE- PHASE RC COMMUTATED NETWORKS 
General 
An RC commutated network can be constructed in many different ways, 
but from the practical point of view, there are only three linear circuit con- 
figurations of primary importance. They are: (I) the passive one-terminal- 
pair  network, ( 2 )  the passive two-terminal-pair network, and (3)  the active 
two-terminal-pair network. These three configurations for  the single-capacitor 
case are shown in Figures 12, 13, and 14, respectively. The resis tor  networks 
shown in Figures 12 and 13 are perfectly general but a r e  restricted to linear 
resis tors .  The resis tor  network associ- 
ated with the operational amplifier of 
Figure 14 is constrained only to main- 
tain the amplifier in the nonsaturated S(W,t)  
commutation region of operation. function The s( mot) switching is the o r  +--f-- .;-,;oJ 
NETWOFX ,,*x-.,o T same for  all three circuits and is con- 
sidered to be a perfect switching func- 
tion; that is, it has zero dead-time, 
are of equal duration. 
and the dwell periods in both positions FIGURE 12. PASSIVE ONE- 
TERMINAL-PAIR CN 
In this section three essential points are considered: 
I. The derivation of the CN equivalent block diagram 
2. The analysis of single-capacitor CN's 
3. The effect of the CN parameters on its operating characteristics. 
The manner in which the three basic CN's will be treated is shown in the 
analysis flow diagram of Figure 15. The analysis of polyphase CN's and 
15 
C 
the subject matter of the last block in 
Figure 15, "Feedback Analysis Prob- 
lem, t f  will be treated later in this 
report. 
iin - 
Eq u i val en t B lock D iag ra m 
o------- 
For  the analysis of the single- 
capacitor case,  the active two-terminal- 
pair  CN of Figure 14 wi l l  be used. The 
techniques used in the analysis of this 
network are also applicable to the 
analysis of the networks of Figures 1 2  
and 13,  the passive one-terminal- and 
two-terminal-pair networks. 
Laplace transform techniques 
wi l l  be used in this analysis, but first 
an equivalent block diagram applicable 
to any single-capacitor CN will be 
derived that wi l l  materially aid in the 
analysis to follow. The CN of Figure 
16 is shown as a generalized single- 
capacitor CN in Figure 14 and the 
following theorem is used to obtain 
its equivalent block diagram, shown 
in Figure 17. 
p.3 
, . , I  i ,=*\, i - 
RESISTOR 
NETWORK eout 
iout 
FIGURE 13. PASSIVE TWO- 
TERMINAL-PAIR CN 
C 
in i - RESISTOR 
NETWORK 
OPERATIONAL 
' AMPLIFIER 
FIGURE 14. ACTIVE TWO- 
TERMINAL-PAIR CN 
Theorem I 
If a linear CN consists of res is tors  R ( m  = I ,  2, m 
. . . , M) and a single capacitor C,, and if the capacitor 
is being commutated perfectly at a frequency wo, then 
t.he CN can be represented by an equivalent block 
diagram consisting of a modulator, a network, and 
a demodulator, all connected in cascade, where the 
modulator and demodulator are driven by a perfect 
square-wave function of frequency wo and where the 
network has the same transfer function as the CN with 
the exception that the commutated element is now non- 
commutated. 
eout 
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a ONE-TERMINAL-PAIR 
8 
I CN 
ANALYSIS OF A 
SINGLE-CAPACITOR 
ANALYSIS OF MULTICAPACITOR CN 
r- ------- -- - - 1 r--- - - * - - - - -  I 
FIGURE 15, ANALYSIS FLOW DIAGRAM OF RC COMMUTATED NETWORKS 
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FIGURE 16. ACTIVE SINGLE-CAPACITOR CN 
FIGURE 17. AN EQUIVALENT BLOCK DIAGRAM O F  THE SINGLE- 
CAPACITOR CN OF FIGURE 16 
It should be noted that Theorem I applies to active as well  as passive 
CN's and to one-terminal-pair networks as well as two-terminal-pair networks. 
We will define G( s) as the ratio of the Laplace transform of the output variable 
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to the Laplace transform of the input variable of the noncommutated network in 
the s domain. When the CN is a one-terminal-pair network, then G( s) is a 
driving-point immittance function; when the CN is a two-terminal-pair network, 
G( s )  is a transfer function. The term "linear commutated network" means 
that the superposition theorem holds for  this network. The output of the CN 
will, of course, contain an infinite number of either harmonics o r  sideband 
frequency signals as well  as the input signal frequency. The modulating function 
p( t) of Figure 17 is the analytical expression of the square-wave switching 
function s(oot) and is shown as a function of time in Figure'3. Theorem I 
will  be proven first for  one-terminal-pair single-capacitor CN's  and then for  
two-terminal-pair single-capacitor CN's. 
CN will  consist of two steps: 
The proof for the one-terminal-pair 
I .  The terminal characteristics of a commutated single-capacitor RC 
network are shown to be invariant to the location of the resistor network with 
respect to the switch when the network is undergoing perfect commutation. 
2. Simple commutation o r  switching action is shown to be r epesen t -  
able by modulation and demodulation. 
The term "simple commutation" means a single commutator o r  switch. 
Higher order  switching, where switches are connected in cascade , sometimes 
with intervening networks, will  be discussed la ter  is this section. 
Step 1 is illustrated in Figure 18, where the resis tor  network R is 
perfectly general. To show that circuit I is equivalent to circuit 11, two- 
terminal-pair matrix algebra will be used. 
the positive half-period, when connections a-a* exist for both circuits, are 
The equations for  circuit I during 
where the te rms  a, by cy  and d are the elements of the transmission matrix of 
the resis tor  network and the identity matrix is the transmission matrix for  
the switch during the positive half-period of the commutation period. For 
circuit I1 the equations are 
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The equations for  circuit I during the negative half-perioa of s( coot) , 
when connections b-b’ are in effect, are 
(9 = ( I)[ 0 -1 ’)[ sc 1 c + bCs d s b, ~ ~ O ) ,  -10 (15) 
and for  circuit 11, 
FIGURE 18. EQUIVALENT TWO-TERMINAL-PAIR CN’S 
The solutions of equations (13) and ( 14) for  the positive half-period of 
commutation will  be the same for the same initial voltage on C and the solutions 
of equations (15) and (16) for  the negative half-period of commutation wi l l  be 
the same for the same initial conditions. 
either side of the switch does not affect the terminal characteristics of the 
ne two rk.  
Thus shifting the resistor network to 
Step 2 can be shown easily with the aid of Figure 19, again letting the 
switching function s ( w o t )  remain equal to p( t) . Also, let g{i’(t)} denote a 
linear operation on i’( t) . Then the equations for  the circuit  of Figure 19 are 
20 
or  
since p( t) * p( t) = I. 
A block diagram representa- 
tion of equation (21) is shown in Fig- 
ure 20, where x( t) = i ( t ) ,  y(t)  = 
e ( t )  , and q(t)  = p(t)  . In this case 
the f i r s t  multiplier represents a 
modulator and the second multiplier 
represents a demodulator. In Fig- 
ure 20, the function G(s) is a 
driving-point immittance function 
for  a single-capacitor one-terminal- 
pair  CN. 
To prove Theorem I for the 
two-terminal-pair single-capacitor 
CN, it will  be necessary only to show 
that the single switch shown in Fig- 
ure 21 (a) can be replaced by two 
switches as shown in Figure 21( b) 
where R represents a resis tor  net- 
work, either with o r  without an ideal 
operational amplifier. The equivalent 
block diagram of Figure 20 is recog- 
nized as the single-line diagram of 
Figure 21 ( b) . To complete the proof 
FIGURE 19. A GENERALIZED ONE- 
TERXIINAL-PAIR CN 
of Theorem I, it is necessary only to show 
equivalent to the diagram of Figure 21 (a) 
wil l  be used: 
FIGURE 20. A GENERALIZED 
EQUIVALENT BLOCK DLAGRAM 
OF A CN 
that the diagram of Figure 21(b) is 
To show this, the following lemma 
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C 
FIGURE 21 
Lemma I. I 
e in e .  in 
EQUIVALENT ONE-CAPACITOR, TWO-TERMINAL-PAIR CN'S 
If R represents a resistive N-terminal-pair CN consisting 
of linear time-invariant elements, and if all commutation 
functions of the network are perfect and in phase with 
each other, then the terminal characteristics between 
any two terminal pairs wi l l  behave like a noncommutated 
network if  there is an even number of commutations 
existing between the two terminal pairs ;  otherwise, 
with an odd number of commutations, the terminal 
characteristics will  oehave as if there w e r e  one com- 
mutation between the two terminal pairs.  
The proof of Lemma I. 1 is given as follows: since all the resis tors  are 
time-invariant, the voltage between any pair of input terminals and any pair of 
output terminals can be written as 
where e.(  t) is the input voltage, e.( t) is the output voltage, and the value of k. 
depends on the resistor network between the input and the output terminals. 
Since p( t )  p(t)  = I is true, then if n is even, [ p ( t ) ]  = I results; wheress if 
n is odd, [p( t) ] = p( t) results. The proof of Step I , used in Theorem I, is 
now used; that is, the proof that a resistor network's terminal characteristics 
remain invariant in regard to its location with respect to the switch. This 
completes the proof of Lemma I. 1. A simple illustration of Lemma I. I is 
shown in Figure 22. 
1 J 1j 
n 
n 
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FIGURE 22. EQUIVALENT N-TERMINAL-PAIR CN'S 
Using Lemma I. I, the resis tor  network R of Figure 21( a) is modified 
as in Figure 23( a ) .  Again the equations s(oot) = p( t) and p( t) - p( t) = I hold 
true, so the diagram of Figure 23(a) simplifies to the diagram of Figure 23(b) 
and the proof of Theorem I is completed. 
FIGURE 23. EQUIVALENT TWO-TERMINAL-PAIR CN'S 
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Theorem I can also be applied to multicapacitor CN's to obtain the 
corresponding equivalent block diagram, as wil l  be shown later. 
Analysis of a Single-Capacitor CN 
The analysis of a single-capacitor CN serves  as a basis for the analysis 
of multicapacitor CN's and reveals some interesting characteristics of a commu- 
tated network that might otherwise be obscured if only multicapacitor CN's were 
analyzed. 
shown in Figure 20 wi l l  be used for this analysis. 
is 
The equivalent block diagram of a general single-capacitor CN as 
The output of the modulator 
The Laplace transform of equation (23) is 
Z(s )  = X ( s )  0 P(s) ( 24) 
where 0 indicates complex convolution. The square-wave commutating function, 
similar to that shown in Figure 3 except for the phase parameter cp, can be 
written as 
odd 
where - 
input signal x( t) ( Fig. 11) . The Laplace transform of equation (25) yields 
is the time delay of the commutation function with respect to the 
0 0  
+ W  jn@ - 2 j E  
n n  s - j n q  ' P(s) = n =  -co 
odd 
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To distinguish between the modulation and the demodulation functions, 
the demodulation function is represented by q( t) , where 
odd 
and its Laplace transform is 
odd 
Substituting equation ( 26) into equation (24) yields 
+co jnCP 
Z(s)  = X ( s )  63 c - 2 j E  .rrn s - j n w o  * n = - w  
odd 
By using the Laplace transform complex translation theorem, equation (29) 
becomes 
+ M  
-zj 
Z(s)  = 2- .rrn x(s - jnwo). 
n= -co 
odd 
The output of the block diagram of Figure 20 is y( t) and i t  can be written as 
where 
w( t )  = d-' {G(s)Z(s) }  (32) 
and G( s) can be either a transfer function o r  a driving-point immittance function. 
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Taking the Laplace transform of equation ( 3 2 )  gives 
W ( s )  = G ( s )  - Z(s).. 
The Laplace transform of equation (31 )  is 
Y ( s )  = Q ( s )  o W ( s ) .  
( 3 3 )  
(34 )  
Substituting equations (28) , ( 3 0 )  , and ( 3 3 )  into equation (34 )  yields 
Using the Laplace transform translation theorem in equation ( 3 5 )  gives 
odd odd 
Since 1 and n are always odd integers, then l + n = 2r ,  where r = 0, 
3,  . . . , and n = 2 r  - 1. Applying these relations in equation ( 3 6 ) ,  i I, 2, 
we find that 
odd ( 3 7 )  
Changing the summation on l so that l is summed over only the positive 
integers, we  see that 
odd 
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Equation (38)  is the exact expression for  the output of the single-capacitor 
CN of Figures 12, 13, and 14. If the network is a one-terminal-pair network, 
then G( s )  is a driving-point immittance function; if the network is a two-terminal- 
pair  network, then G( s)  is a transfer function. 
Whereas equation (38)  represents the output of a single-capacitor CN, 
To obtain more insight, the CN will be specified as the two-terminal- 
it does not readily provide the desired insight into the operational character- 
istics. 
pair active CN, shown in Figure 16. 
G( s )  , as shown in the equivalent circuit of Figure 17, is 
The noncommutated transfer function, 
cc 
G ( s )  = - 
T S f l  
where cc is and T is RiC,. 
RO 
Substituting equation (39)  into equation ( 3 8 ) ,  we see that 
odd 
Combining te rms  and using the identity of equation (B-5) , o r  
7r 7r 7r 7r 
a, - t a n - x  - - t a n h - y  - 4x 2 4y 2 - 1 
(k2 -x2) (k2+y2) x2 + y2 7 k= I 
odd 
we find that equation (40) can be simplified to 
(39) 
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Equation (42) can also be written as 
. 
where the symbol indicates the summation over all values of r except 
r = 0. Examination of equation (43) shows that for a sinusoidal input signal, 
the output signal is composed of a signal component at the input signal fre- 
quency w ,  and additional signal components a t  sideband frequencies of even 
multiples of the commutation frequency, i. e. , at frequencies of ( O&wO) , 
(w&4w0) , etc. A s  a special case, when the input frequency equals the com- 
mutation frequency, w = wo, the sideband signal frequencies are harmonics of 
the input signal frequency and are at frequencies 3w0, 5w0, 7w0, and so forth. 
r=-a, 
Frequency Response of t h e  Single-Capacitor CN 
For convenience, equation (43) can be rewritten as 
and 
2a7uO tanh (“5 
T ( T S +  1) (TS+ 1 - j2r7w0) p ( r , s )  = - 
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These equations are similar to those of Franks and Sandberg [ i l l .  
bandlimiting restraints to the input and output signal frequencies, a transfer 
function can be defined as 
By applying 
where 
and where N = i for the single-capacitor case and wo is the coinmutation 
frequency. The allowable frequency band in equation (48) is double the fre- 
quency band specified by Franks and Sandberg because of the half-period phasing 
of the commutation functions. 
We will now investigate the frequency response of the single-capacitor 
CN beyond the frequency range imposed by the restraint  given in equation (48) .  
Writing out the first few te rms  of the infinite s e r i e s  in equation (44) , we find 
that 
Dividing both sides of equation (49) by X( s) , we see that 
.. . 
(50) 
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The Laplace transform for an input sinusoidal signal with a maximum 
amplitude of one (x( t) = 1 sin ut) is 
and therefore 
w X ( s - j 2 r w o )  = 
(s - j2rwo) + w2 
where o is the frequency of the input signal and r = jl I, f 2, i 3,  . . . 
Substituting equations (51) and (52) into the right side of equation (50)  
that 
. 
w e  see 
.L 
where .'' denotes that the input is a sinusoidal signal described by 
equation (51) .  When the input signal frequency w is equal to wo, equation (53)  
becomes 
To compute the frequency Esponse 
F o r  all frequencies w, except integral values of the commutation frequency wo, 
, s is replaced by jw in equation ( 5 3 ) .  
X( jw) 
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the first term in equation (53) yields the value of the frequency response, that 
is, F( 0 ,  jw)  . The second term and all subsequent terms are identically zero. 
Although the frequency response is concerned only with the component in the 
output signal at the same frequency as the input signal, it should be remembered 
that the output signal of a C N  is composed of an infinite number of signal com- 
ponents at different frequencies. 
When the input signal frequency is equal to ao, the value of the frequency 
response will be given by equation (54) and wi l l  consist of just the first two 
terms, o r  
For  the frequency response at other integral values of the commutation fre- 
quency wo, w in equation (53) is replaced by nuo, where n f: 2, 3, 4, . . . , 
and the value is computed as w a s  done for wo in equation (55) .  The single- 
capacitor C N  with an input signal frequency equal to the commutation frequency 
is characterized, at the commutation frequency, by equation (55) . 
parameter #J in equation (55) will obviously affect the value of the frequency 
response. The extent of this effect wi l l  now be determined for  two values of 
#J, #J = 0, and #J = 7r/2. 
The phase 
For the case where #J = 0, equation (55) becomes 
The values of F(o,  joo) and F( 1, jwo) from equations (45) and (46) ,  respec- 
tively, assuming a value of T W O  = 2 7r, are 
F(o,  j w )  = (0.407 - j0.026)a ( 5 7 )  
and 
F(1, joo) = - ( 0 . 4 0 4 ) ~ .  
( 58) 
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Substituting the values of F( 0, jwo) and F( 1, jwo) into equation (56), we find 
that 
'(jwo) = (0.811 - jO.026)". 
W j w d  (59) 
To have the amplitude of the frequency response equal to unity at the 
commutation frequency, should be 1.234 ($) . If the input signal frequency 
were some value other than wo, either slightly smaller o r  larger  (that is, 
w = wo - E o r  w = w o  + E,  where E is some small  positive number), then all the 
terms,  except the first, on the right side of equation (53) would vanish. The 
frequency response would then be equal to F( 0 ,  j w )  and it would have the 
approximate value given by equation (57) .  
of F(o,  jw )  would be approximately equal to one-half; therefore, the amplitude 
of the frequency response of the single-phase CN jumps to approximately twice 
its former value when w equals wo. 
7& For an cc of - , the amplitude 8 
7r2 
For the case where $I = 7r/2, again letting  TO^ = 2 and a =- , w e  8 see that equation (55) becomes 
o r  
The foregoing analysis has shown the frequency response for  a single- 
capacitor CN to be phase sensitive at the commutation frequency. For a change 
in the phase parameter from $I = 0 to $I = 7r/2 radians, the frequency response 
we  calcu- amplitude was  reduced by 96 percent. Using 7w0 = 27r and a = - 
lated the reduction in the frequency response amplitude for  w equal to 2w0 and 
3w0 for the same variation in the phase parameter $I and the same transfer 
function. The results together with experimental results for the same 
transfer function and set of parameters a r e  a s  follows. 
7T2 
8 '  
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Frequency - w Calculated Value Experimental Value 
(Percent reduction) ( Percent reduction) 
WO 96. 8 95 
2w0 2. 5 Negligible 
3w0 53. 5 54.5 
Inspection of equation (53) reveals that the jump phenomena just 
examined at w o  occur at all integral values of the commutation frequency. 
Therefore, the frequency response amplitude characteristic of the single- 
capacitor CN is a quasi-continuous function with jump phenomena occurring at 
frequencies of nop, where n is 1, 2, 3, . . . . The value of the network's 
amplitude frequency response at the point of discontinuity, noo, is a function 
of the phase parameter Q,. It can also be deduced from equation (53) that the 
quasi-continuous property of the amplitude frequency response is an inherent 
property of the CN resulting from the frequency translated components in the 
output signal and does not depend on any particular network structure. 
To verify the preceding analytical results,  an experiment was  run on 
a single-capacitor CN with the same parameter values that were used in the 
foregoing analysis. 
plot of Figure 24. A s  previously shown, there was  good agreement between 
analytical and experimental results. Appendix A gives the details of the 
experimental procedures used for this work. 
The results are shown in the amplitude frequency response 
Single-phase Multicapacitor CN's 
In Figure 15 the block titled "Analysis of Multicapacitor CN" has four 
sub-blocks, one of which is a single-phase CN. Almost all multicapacitor 
CN's employing single-phase commutation ( that is, all the commutation functions 
are exactly in phase with each other) can be reduced easily to the CN equivalent 
block diagram by applying Lemma I. 1 and Theorem I. 
function, G( s )  , can then be substituted into equation (38) to determine the 
system's frequency response characteristics and subsequently its transient and 
steady-state operating characteristics. Finding the inverse of the output, Y( s )  , 
in equation (38) wil l  usually be very difficult and only am approximation wil l  
be given for most cases. 
The resulting system 
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FIGURE 24. EXPERIMENTAL AMPLITUDE FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
FOR SINGLE-CAPACITOR C N  (T = I. 0 SECOND) 
Single-phase multicapacitor CN's have many of the same characteristics 
as the single-capacitor CN. If two o r  more single-phase CN's a r e  connected 
in cascade as shown in Figure 25( a ) ,  they can be reduced to the equivalent 
circuit  of Figure 25( b) since pi( t) is equal to pz( t) and pi( t) pz( t) = I. 
ould apply for any other units connected in  cascade with 
y dependent elements. 
o o r  more single-phase CN1s are conn le1 as shown in 
d be treated examples dem- 
be represented as shown i , Additional 
capacitor single-phase CNIs.  
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(b) 
FIGURE 25. CASCADED SINGLE-PHASE CN'S 
t b )  
FIGURE 26.  PARALLELED CONNECTION OF SINGLE-PHASE CN'S 
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Commutated Network Parameters 
There are three basic parameters governing the operating character- 
istics of the CN's considered in this section. 'Two of these parameters are 
associated with the noncommutated system function G( s) and the other param- 
eter is associated with the commutation function. 
are assumed perfect square waves of unity amplitude; hence their only param- 
eter is frequency wo. The system functions considered in this section are 
simple lag networks composed of res is tors  and capacitors, so there are at 
most two factors: a gain a and a time constant T ,  o r  break-frequency 
The commutation functions 
I w =-  
C T  
The commutation of the reactive o r  energy storing elements of a CN 
has the basic effect of transforming the frequency response characteristics, 
ei ther low-pass o r  high-pass into a band-pass o r  into band-elimination char- 
acterist ics,  respectively. The center frequency of the band-pass o r  band- 
elimination characteristics will  be approximately equal to he  commutation 
frequency wo. The bandwidth of the CN is a function of the network's time 
constant T .  The definition of bandwidth for a CN will be the same as for  a 
noncommutated network. 
in Figure 16, a variation in the time-constant results in a family of frequency 
response curves as shown in Figures 27 and 28. (The jump phenomena of the 
amplitude response w e r e  not included in Figure 27.) The curves in Figure 27 
show that as T increases,  the bandwidth decreases and when T decreases, the 
bandwidth increases. These results coincide with the frequency response 
characteristics of the noncommutated transfer function 
in the parameter T . 
For  a single-capacitor, simple-lag CN, as shown 
a 
T S +  1 
to variations 
From Figure 27 it is obvious that a limitation exists on the transforma- 
tion of the low-pass noncommutated network characteristics to the band-pass 
CN characteristics. This limitation w a s  found to be a function of the dominating 
parameters of the CN; that is, the time constant T of the noncommutated system 
function and the commutation frequency wo. 
Figures 27 and 28 were obtained by plotting the first te rm of equation (43) as 
a function of w, o r  
The frequency response curves of 
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FREQUENCY -Hz 
FIGURE 27. AMPLITUDE FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF A 
SINGLE-CAPACITOR CN 
where s has  been replaced by jw.  For  equation (62) to yield an ideal band- 
pass characteristic, the value of equation ( 6 2 )  should be essentially zero for 
small  values of w .  This can be expressed as 
a 1 The above approximation will  hold for values of 7 w 0  2 27r. Since w = - 
good band-pass characteristic wi l l  be obtained if the ratio of the commutation 
frequency to the lag network break-frequency is approximately equal to six, or 
C 7 ’  
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I .o I 0.0 
FREQUENCY - Hz 
FIGURE 28. PHASE FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF A SINGLE-CAPACITOR CN 
The gain factor a of G( s )  determines the gain of the overall network. 
The value of a can be extremely important in some cases, such as using CN's 
with band-pass characteristics to form notch filters. F o r  the notch filter case, 
the number of parallel paths in the equivalent circuit  determines the value of 
a necessary to have unity gain at  the commutation frequency wo [ 151 . 
POLY PHASE COMMUTATED NETWORKS 
General 
A polyphase CN employs two o r  more commutation functions to commu- 
tate a corresponding number of capacitors. In this investigation the commu- 
tation functions are uniformly delayed by T/2N seconds, where T is the period 
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of commutation and N is the number of phases. For a two-phase CN (N=2) , 
the time delay between the two commutation functions would be T/4 seconds, o r  
7r 27r 
seconds, since T = - seconds. - 
2w0 0 0  
Polyphase CN's  are usually employed to solve two problems that occur 
when single-phase CN's  are used and the problems are: 
1. Phase sensitivity, that is, the dependency of the output on the phase 
of the input signal with respect to the commutation function, which is inherent 
to the single-capacitor CN at integral values of the commutation frequency. 
2. The harmonics o r  sideband signals in the CN output signal. 
Fo r  the CN's  considered in this section, all of the commutation functions 
have the same operating frequency, wo.  Hart [2 ]  discusses an application of 
polyphase CN's in which more than one commutation frequency is used. 
Analysis of Polyphase CN's 
The effectiveness of the polyphase CN to resolve the two problems 
mentioned above depends on he number of capacitors used and the phasing of 
the associated commutating functions. Early experimental work showed that 
a two-capacitor CN, with the second commutation function having a T/4 second 
time delay with respect to the first commutation function, w a s  phase insensitive 
in the frequency range 0 5 w < 2w0 even at the frequency w = wo. It will  now 
be shown why the two-capacitor CN, illustrated in Figure 29, is phase insen- 
sitive at the commutation frequency wo. Designating pi( t) as the analytical 
expression for  the switching function s ( w o t )  and p2( t) for  s (wet - y) , and 
assuming C, = Cz, Ro = Ray and R, = %, we see that the total output of the CN 
in the s domain can be written as 
7r 
where Yi( s )  and Yz(s) are the Laplace transforms of yl(t)  and y2 ( t ) ,  respec- 
tively. 
outputs Y1( s )  and Y2( s )  can be expressed in the form of equation (44),  o r  
Using the procedures shown in the preceding section, w e  see that the 
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V 
FIGURE 29. TWO-CAPACITOR CN 
and 
Because the elements of the two networks have the same values, Fi(o, s) 
= Fz(o, s) and Fi( r, s) = Fz( r, s) . The frequency responses .of the two CN’s 
at the commutation frequency, obtained by using equation ( 5 5 ) ,  can be written 
as 
and 
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By adding equations (68) and (69) to obtain the total frequency response 
= 2 F(o,  jwo)  
is - Thus, the phase parameter @ has been j 2 ( @  - ~ / 2 )  because E 
eliminated from the frequency response described by equation (70) . The C N  
is, therefore, insensitive to the phase relationship between the input signal and 
the commutation functions at the frequency oo. It is apparent, from equation 
(70) , that the time delay of T/4 seconds between the commutation function 
pi( t) and pz( t) is necessary to eliminate the phase parameter @ .  These 
results lead to the following theorem. 
Theorem I1 
If an uncoupled C N  consisting of res is tors  and 
capacitors is excited by a sinusoidal signal and the 
capacitors are being perfectly commutated at a fre- 
quency oo, then to transmit all the information 
contained in the input signal for the frequency 
range 0 5 o < Noo,  assuming a random phase 
relationship exists between the commutating functions 
and the input signal when the input signal's frequency 
equals oo, there must be at least N-forward paths 
in the equivalent block diagram of the commutated 
network and the commutation functions for  the N- 
paths must have a -- second time delay relation- 
ship between each other, o r  the statements 
7r 
No0 
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must hold true where the p.( t) ' s  are the commutatir: functions and 
1 
i = l ,  2, 3 ,  . . .  N. 
Up to this point, the CN's with multicapacitors have been composed of 
"uncoupledf! single-capacitor CN's. The distinction between ffuncoupledff and 
"coupledrr CNfs is illustrated in Figure 30( a) and (b) , respectively. Whereas 
the difference between the coupled and uncoupled circuits of Figure 30 is not 
readily apparent, the associated equivalent block diagrams of Figure 31 clearly 
show the major difference. The difference is that in the uncoupled case, the 
input to each commutated circuit is simply the input signal x(t)  . However, in 
the couple-d case, the input signal into each commutated circuit contains the 
input signal x( t) plus the total output signal y( t) modified by a gain factor K. 
The total output signal y ( t )  contains all the sideband frequencies or harmonics 
of each commutated circuit in addition to a component at the input signal fre- 
quency. 
Proof of Theorem 11. The proof of Theorem I1 is based on the resLllts 
of the one-capacitor CN analysis. The expression for  the output of the single- 
capacitor simple-lag network of Figure 16 is given by equation (42) where 
It w a s  shown that for s = jwo, the value of the frequency response 
varies from one to approximately zero depending upon the phase Y ( ' W  ) 
parameter #I (assuming the gain factor a = - - and T W ~  = 2n) .  If an 
uncoupled CN is assumed to have N-capacitors, and the corresponding commu- 
tating functions have a time delay of - seconds with respect to each other, 
then from the i 
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X( jwo) n2 
8 
n 
th Nw0 
path of the equivalent block diagram the output is 
(a) UNCOUPLED 
(b) COUPLED 
FIGURE 30. COMMUTATED NETWORKS 
f m  i -  I 
E N 
X ( s  - j2rw,) 
[ (TS+ I )  - j 2 r w ~ ]  
j2r(+ -- = )  Yi(S) = E 
r = - w  
7r 
tanh - (- 
2 T W O  
27 Wo 
( T S f  1) 
where i = i, 2,  . . . , N. 
The equivalent block diagram for  an N-capacitor CN is shown in Figure 
32. According to Theorem II, this circuit will  be insensitive to the phase param- 
eter $I for  w < Nuo.  
by using the same notation as that in the preceding section, after dividing both 
sides of equation (72) by X( s) , the frequency response of the ith path can be 
expressed as 
This will  be shown to be true in the following manner: 
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X 
P2 P2 
(a) UNCOUPLED 
p2 (b) COUPLED p2 
FIGURE 31. C N  EQUIVALENT BLOCK DIAGRAMS 
Based on the frequency response analysis already given, the value of equation 
(73) at any frequency other than integral values of wo is jus t  F(o, jw)  . For 
any lower positive integral multiple of wo less than Nu,, equation (73) can 
be expressed as 
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FIGURE 32. N-PATH UNCOUPLED CN 
where I is a positive integer and I < N. For  a sinusoidal input signal, equa- 
tion (74) can be shown to reduce to 
The value of the total frequency response of Figure 32 at w = I  wo can 
be written as 
By substituting equation (75) into equation (76) and performing the indicated 
summation 
2 -j2rl - I -j2aI - 
+ E  N + E  N+ ... + E  (77) 
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The expression enclosed in the braces is a finite geometric series with a value 
of zero for  all B < N and a value of N for  1 = N. 
response for the CN of Figure 32 is given by the first term only of equation (77).  
For  B = N the frequency response at w = N o o  is given by 
For  B < N the frequency 
The frequency response of the CN of Figure 32 is therefore phase sensitive at 
the frequency Nuo ,  o r  it is a discontinuous function at that frequency. Below 
the frequency Nuo ,  the frequency response is a continuous function and is in- 
sensitive to the phase parameter +, as shown by equation (77) . 
the proof of Theorem 11. 
This completes 
It will  now be shown that the circuits of F i g u e s  29 and 30( a) are 
equivalent if the resistors of Figure 29 are properly selected. The total out- 
put for the CN of Figure 29 can be expressed as 
y(t)  = Y i  (t) + Y 2 W  * 
It can be shown [ i ]  that for Figure 29 
and 
Y2 = ccB 72 P2X w +I2 
dt 7 2  
where 
(79) 
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For  R1 = R3, Ro = Rz, and Cl = Cz, then ccI = mZ and T~ = T ~ .  
The total output for  the CN of Figure 30(a) is 
where el( t) is the voltage across  res is tor  Rl and ez( t) is the voltage across  
res is tor  Rz. It can be shown [ 13 that 
+ f i e l =  2% Pix 
dt 7 3  7 3  
and 
a4 = - Rl = Rz, and Ci = C2. 
RO 
I€ Rl, R3, Ro, Ci, and Cz of Figure 29 are equal to R,, R,, Roy C,, and 
c2 of Figure 30( a) , respectively, then T, = T~ = 73 = 74 and aI. = cc2 = cc3 = m4. 
The commutation functions for Figures 29 and 30(a) are the same; therefore, 
fo r  the same input x( t) , the solution to equation (80) is the same as the solution 
to equation (83) and the solution of equation (81) is the same as the solution of 
equation (84).  Consequently, yl( t) = e,( t) and yz( t) = ez( t) and the CN of 
Figure 29 is equivalent to Figure 30(a) .  Henceforth, the uncoupled CN that wi l l  
be used for  discussion will  be of the form shown in Figure 30( a) , while the 
coupled CN will be of the form shown in Figure 30( b) . 
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Harmonics in a Commutated Network 
The harmonics o r  sideband frequencies present in the output signal of a 
single-capacitor CN are described by equation ( 3 8 )  and result from switching 
the polarity of the capacitor with respect to the network's output terminals. 
For a sinusoidal input signal, the frequency spectrum of the single-capacitor 
output is shown in Figure 33.  The amplitudes of the sideband frequencies shown 
are not to scale. A s  shown, the harmonic o r  sideband signals originate at even 
harmonics of the commutating frequency, when the input signal frequency is 
zero, w = 0. A s  the frequency, w ,  of the input signal increases, the sideband 
signals shift toward the odd multiples of the commutating frequency, oo. When 
the input signal frequency equals the commutating signal frequency, w = w o ,  the 
output harmonics are all odd harmonics of wo. A s  the input signal frequency 
becomes greater than w o ,  the sideband signal frequencies continue to shift in 
the directions shown in Figure 33.  Thus, at an input signal frequency of 2w0,  
there wi l l  be a component in the output at w = 0, 2w0, 4w0, 6 ~ 0 ,  and so forth. 
VI 0 CD 
Frequency - r a d / s  
FIGURE 33.  FREQUENCY SPECTRUM FOR SINGLE-CAPACITOR 
CN OUTPUT 
The harmonics present in the output of an uncoupled polyphase CN are 
a direct  function of the number of commutation functions and their relative 
phasing. 
for the single-capacitor CN, equation ( 3 8 ) .  By including a phasing term for 
the commutation functions and summing over the N-paths, the output for the 
polyphase CN of Figure 32 can be written as 
The validity of this statement is not apparent from the basic equation 
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N +co 
X ( s  - j2rwo) 
[ ( T S +  1) - j2rwo] Y ( s )  = * i = l  r = - m  
The crucial term in equation (85) with respect to harmonics is 
i= 1 
Rewriting this term, we find that 
i=  I i= I 
This sum is a finite geometric se r ies  and will  be zero for  all values of r and 
N except where the ratio of r to N is an integer, o r  - = k. Therefore, for 
r = kN, where k takes on all integer values, equation (86) becomes 
r 
N 
- j k ( i - l ) 2 n  = E j 2 kN@ E jBkN@ E 
i= 1 
By substituting r = kN into equation (85) 
N d  X ( s  - j2kNwo) 
Y ( s )  = 7 [ ( T S +  1) - j2kNwo] * / &  tankNn k = - m  
The lowest harmonic present in the output of equation (88) wi l l  be for 
k = I , the next lowest harmonic for k = -1, and s o  forth. A table can be 
made of the output harmonics as a function of N, as shown in Table I. 
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The effect of adding commutated capacitors, properly phased, can also 
be shown with a frequency spectrum graph as in Figure 34. The amplitudes 
shown are not to scale. Although a larger  number of phases greatly reduce 
the lower order  harmonics present in the CN output, it should be recognized 
that mechanization for  the required commutation function may become increas- 
ingly complex. For  example, one mechanization scheme using flip-flop circuits 
to obtain the desired phasing requires (2N-I) flip-flop circuits, where N is the 
number of phases. Therefore, doubling the number of phases almost doubles 
the required number of flip-flop circuits. 
SIGNAL (not to scale) 
FIGURE 34. FREQUENCY SPECTRUM FOR POLYPHASE CN OUTPUT 
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ANALYSIS OF RC COMMUTATED NETWORKS WITH FEEDBACK 
General 
Before full utilization of CN's in control system applications can be 
expected, a solution to the problem of CN's with feedback loops must be realized. 
Commutation action always generates undesirable harmonics in the control loop 
and the assumption used in AC carrier control systems that the low-pass 
characteristic of the plant sufficiently attenuates all the harmonics generated by 
demodulation may not be adequate for  stability considerations. It is essential, 
therefore, to provide a method of analyzing feedback control systems that 
includes the effects of all the harmonics generated by the CN's. 
The analysis of a polyphase CN with feedback was  first given by Carroll  
[ 151. He solved the problem of an active, coupled CN with a constant-gain 
feedback element as shown in Figure 31 (b) . Analyses of an uncoupled polyphase 
CN with a constant-gain feedback element were given by Asner [ 131 , Carroll  
[ 151 , Lowry and Roan [ 141. In this section, the analysis of CN's with generalized 
transfer functions as feedback elements will  be presented for  both coupled and 
uncoupled CN's. 
developed by Carroll. A technique for treating a wide range of forward transfer 
functions used in this method of analysis is also presented. 
The technique used for this analysis is an extension to that 
Coupled Polyphase CN's w i t h  a Generalized Feedback Element 
The generalized polyphase CN that wi l l  be used for  this analysis is shown 
in Figure 35. Equation (38 )  for  the single-capacitor CN is used to describe 
the i th path of Figure 35. 
G ( s  - j a w o )  G ( s +  j l w , )  
I ( 2 r  -I) I ( 2 r + 8 )  
- 
I =I 
odd 
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I 
I 
FIGURE 35. GENERALIZED POLYPHASE COUPLED CN WITH FEEDBACK 
The symbols of equation (38)  have been changed in equation (89) to 
correspond with those of Figure 35. To reduce equation (89) to a single infinite 
series, it is necessary to select a specific forward, noncommutated, transfer 
function G( s) . The transfer function that w a s  used earlier in this report  is 
also used here,  
This transfer function represents the active first order  lag network shown in 
Figure 17, where a is -_Izi and T is RICl. 
RO 
When equation (90) is substituted into equation (89) , the second summa- 
tion becomes 
1 = 1  
odd 
- - -  
cc tc - 
I T S +  I - j1.ruol [ 2r -111 I T S +  I+ j l ~ u ~ ]  [ 2 r + l ] l  
(91). 
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By substituting equation (91) into equation (89) 
Now 'summing the outputs of all N forward paths of the CN of Figure 35, we see 
that the total output wi l l  be 
27 Wn 
( T S +  1) 
[ T S +  1 - j2r7w0] 
(93 )  
This is the same as equation (85) ; therefore, when applying the same procedures, 
equation (93 )  reduces to 
+co 
E N  
Y(S)  = - .9,. Z(s-j2kNwo) 
( 94) 
where k takes on all integers. 
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It has been shown that for  polyphase CN's  the frequency response was 
insensitive to the phase parameter $I in the frequency range of interest; that 
is, w < Nuo. Therefore, in equation (94) , #I w a s  omitted. " 
From Figure 35 the relation for  Z (  s )  can be written as 
Z( S) = H(s)  Y(s) +X( s). 
By shifting the frequency of each te rm in equation (95) by j2kNwo, we can 
write 
Z(s - j2kN w 0) = H(s - j2kNoo) Y(s - j2kNUo ) + X(s - j2kNao ), 
( 95) 
By substituting eqriation (96) into equation (94) 
/ 
NE Y ( s )  = - [Y(s  - j2kNao) H ( s  - j2kNwo) + X ( s  - j2kNw0)] 
k=-co 7r 
For  any specific value of k, other than k = 0, equation (97) would have two 
dependent variables, Y( s )  and Y( s - j2kNwo) . It can therefore be reasoned 
that to solve equation (97) in terms of Y( s )  for any specific value of k, a 
second equation wi l l  be required. 
as equation (97) but be shifted in frequency by the amount 2mNoo,  o r  
Let this second equation have the same form 
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N a  
Y ( s  - j 2 m N q )  = - 7r [ Y(s - j a w o [  k+ m] ) H ( s  - j2Nwo[ k+ m] ) 
k = - m  / 
where m is any integer except zero. In equation (98) let k + m = 1 ;  then 
equation ( 98) becomes 
+a, 
Y ( s - j 2 m N ~ ~ ) = ~  [Y(s- j2BNwo) H(s- j2BNwo)+ X(s- j21Nwo)]  
B =--a 7r 
because 
tanh - 2 ( T S  + ~1~j2rnN.iW~ ) = tanh . 
If equation (97) is rewritten as 
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'IT T S + l  
2 (  TU,> ]+ - 2 7 w 0  tanh- -
[ Y ( s - j 2 k N o o ) H ( s - j 2 k N q )  
k = - m  
( T S +  1 - j 2 m N ~ w o )  ( T S +  1) 
k f O ,  m 
and equation (99) is rewritten as 
+ [ Y(s - j2mNwo) H ( s  - j2mNoo) + X(s - j2mNwo)] 
'c" [Y(s - j21Nwo)  H ( s - j 2 1 N w o ) +  X(s - j21Nwo) ]  
I =- -03  
I f O ,  m 
then equations (100) and (101) are seen to have similar terms but different 
coefficients. If equation (100) is multiplied by [ T  s + 11 and equation (101) by 
[ T  s + 1 - j 2 r n N ~ w ~ ] ,  then the te rms  of the infinite series in both equations are 
identical. By subtracting equation (101) from equation ( l o o ) ,  after the above 
multiplic a ti0 n 
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Y(s)  [ T S  + 11 - Y ( s  - j2mNwo) [ T S  + I - j 2 r n N ~ w ~ l  
=- ( [Y(s)  H ( s ) +  X ( s ) ]  ( T )  +[Y(s-j2mNwo)H(s-j2mNwo) 
+ X ( s  - j2mNwo)I (-n) } . 
N= 
7r 
(102) 
Cancelling and regrouping terms, we see that 
Y ( s - j 2 m N w o ) ( [ ~ ~ +  I - j 2 m N ~ w ~ ]  - N o : H ( s - j 2 m N w o ) )  
= Y(s)  ( T S  + I - NK H ( s ) )  - X ( s ) N a  + X(s  - j 2 m N w o ) N a  
o r  
( T S +  I - N E  H ( s ) ) Y ( s )  - N E  X ( s ) + N =  X ( s - j 2 m N w o )  
Y (s  - j2mNwo) = 
T S +  1 -j2mN7wo - N E  H ( s  - j2mNwo) 
By substituting equation ( 104) into equation (97), letting m = k, and 
regrouping terms 
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where 
A 
B 
C 
+f* d 
k=  --oo 
- N a  - -  
T S +  I 
= T S +  1 - j 2 k N . r ~ ~  
= sum of all k t e rms  except k = 0. 
The output, Y( s) , of the CN shown in Figure 35 is completely described 
by equation (105) in te rms  of the input signal, X( s) , the feedback transfer 
function H( s )  , and the CN parameters. This expression is good for any trans- 
fer function H( s) in the feedback path and f Q r  any number of phases in a poly- 
phase CN. For  a different forward transfer function G( s )  the same procedure 
would have to be followed to obtain an equivalent expression. 
If the so-called Ittransfer functiontt of the CN is desired, then equation 
(105) is simplified by considering only the ratio of the fundamental signal 
frequency component in the output to that in the input, o r  
This transfer function cannot be obtained by using linear feedback theory; 
for example, if k is set equal to zero in equation (88) then the open-loop 
transfer function of the CN is found to be 
where A and B are defined for  equation (105) . 
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For positive feedback, as w a s  used in deriving equation (105) , the 
closed-loop transfer function using linear theory would be 
yo= A[ 1 - B] 
X(S) 1 - A [ l  - B] H(s) ' 
where H( s) is the transfer function of the feedback element. 
It is obvious when equation (108) is compared to equation (106) that 
linear feedback theory does not apply to commutated networks because a non- 
linear signal generation effect results from the multiplication of the feedback 
harmonics o r  sideband signals with the commutation function at the input to the 
ne two r k  . 
Uncoupled Polyphase CN w i t h  a Generalized Feedback Element 
The technique just shown for  analyzing the coupled CN with a feedback 
circuit can also be applied to the uncoupled CN shown in Figure 36. A slightly 
different procedure will be necessary, however, because of the phasing te rm 
present in Y. ( s )  . When using equation (89) and Figure 36, the equation for  
the i 
1 th path can be written as 
odd (109)  
For the uncoupled case considered here ,  Z . (  s - j 2 rwo)  can be expressed as 
1 
By substituting equation ( 110) into equation ( 109) 
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+OO i-1 + O O  
r=  - m  I = - - 0 0  
4 G(s  - j lwo)  
I (2r  -I) yi(s) = - 7 ~ ( s  - j2rwo) N 
odd 
+ O O  i-1 + m  
- $ Yi(s-j2rwo) H ( s - j 2 r o o ) ~  
r = - w  
K 
odd 
(111) 
For  this derivation, 
where the phase angle @ has been set equal to zero. It was shown that for a 
polyphase CN, @ was not a significant factor for  w < Nuo.  
w will  be considered to be less than Nuo.  
FIGURE 36. GENERALIZED POLYPHASE UNCOUPLED CN 
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To solve for Y. ( s )  in terms of the input X( s)  , the same initial step 
used for the coupled case is used. The frequency shifted expression for Y. ( s )  
5s 
1 
1 
odd 
+co i- 1 
-j2rn- N 
r = - w  
Yi(s  - j2w0[ r+ m] ) H ( s  - j2w0[ r+ m] ) E  - 
7r2 
+co 
G ( s  - jwo[ I + 2m] ) * c  I (2r  -I) > 1 =-co 
(112)  
where m is any integer except zero. By rewriting equation (Ill) with the 
r = 0 and r = m terms extracted from under the r summation sign 
odd odd 
r f O  
r f m  
odd odd 
i-1 +co 
G(s  - j 1 ~ 0 )  + Y. (s - j2moo) H ( s  - j2mwo) E 
1 
odd 
r f O  
r f m  
odd 
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Before rewriting equation (112), let r + m = k; then extract the te rms  for 
k = 0 and k = m from under the k summation sign to give 
i-1 + m  
G ( s - j w o [ I + 2 m ] )  
j 2 m n T -  c -I(I+ 2m) 7r2 - - Y.(s- j2mwo) = X(s)  E I = - m  4 1  
odd 
odd 
i-I +CO 
-j27r(k-m) - G ( s  - jwn[I  + 2m ) E 1(2k- [P+2ml1)  +y X ( s  - j2kwo) - E  k = - m  I = - m  
k f O  
k f m  
odd 
i-1 + m  
+ Yi(s) H ( s )  E Prim y. G ( s  - jwn[ l+  2 m l )  -I (I + 2m) I=- -  
odd 
G(s  - jwo[ I + 2m] ) 
-82 
+ Y. ( s  - j2w0m) H ( s  - j2wom) 
1 
I = - m  
odd 
+ m  i-1 +a, 
k = - m  I=-00 
-j2n ( k -  m )  - G(s-jworI+2m 
I ( 2 k - [ I  +2:];* 
+ Y.(s- j2kwo) H(s- j2kwo)  - E 
1 
k f O  
k f m  
odd 
( 114) 
It is now necessary to use a specific transfer function for  G( s) to solve 
equations (113) and (114) in terms of Yi(s) .  The same transfer function used 
to solve the coupled case (G(  s) = ) will be used. Making the appropriate 
cf 
T S +  1 
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substitution in equations (113) and (114) for G( s) and the frequency shifted 
(114) by ( T  s 
( 113) , we find that 
G( s) , then multiplying equation (113) by ( T  s + 1) E j271-m(i - W N  and equation 
1 - j 2 m ~ w o ) ,  and then subtracting equation (114) from equation 
i-I 2 j2nm n n2 
4 
N + - Yi(s-j2mwo) ( T S +  I- j 2 m ~ w o )  
4 - - Yi(S) ( T S +  1) E 
i- 1 j2nm  
N + X ( s  - j2mwo) {B} ( T S +  I) = X(s )  {A} ( T S +  I) E 
i- I 
-j27r(r-m) - N {c} (TS+ 1) 
i- 1 
j2nm - N +Y.(s-~j2mwo)H(s-j2mw~){B} ( T S +  1) 
1 
+ Y.(s) H(s) {A} ( T S +  I) E 
1 
i- I 
f +f Y.(s-j2rwo)H(s-j2rwo){C} ( T S +  1) E - j2n(r-m)  N 
1 
r = - m  
r#O, m 
i-1 
jam -n - X ( s ) {  D} ( T S +  1 - j 2 m ~ w o ) ~  N - X(s-j2mwo){E}(~~+l-j2m~wo) 
i- I -j2n(k-m)  N 
- +f X ( s  - j2kwo) {F} ( T S +  1 - j 2 r n ~ w ~ )  E 
k = - w  
k #  0, m 
i- I j2am - - Y. 1 (s) H(s){D} ( T S + I - ~ ~ ~ T W O ) E  N -Yi(s- j2mq) H(s-j2moo)(E} 
( T S +  1 - j2m7wo) 
+ o o  i-I 
-j2n(k-m) - - Y.(s-j2kwo)H(s-j2kwo)(F}(~s+ i - j 2 m ~ q )  E N ?  
1 k = - m  
k f O ,  m 
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where the symbols {A), { B} , . . . are denoted in Table II. Combining like 
terms in equation(ll5), we see  that 
i-I 
j 2 m n x  
= X(s )  E [ { A } ( T S + i )  - { D } ( ~ S + i - j 2 m ~ w ~ ) ]  
+ X ( s  - j2mwo) [ {B} ( T S +  I) -{E} ( T S +  I- j 2 m ~ u , ) ]  
r = - m  
r f O ,  m 
i- 1 
j2nm - N + Y ~ ( s ) H ( s )  [ { A } ( T s + ~ )  - { ~ } ( ~ s + i - j 2 m ~ w ~ ) l  E 
+ Yi(s-j2m~~)H(~-j2mwo)[{B}(~~+ I) -{E} ( T S + I O ~ ~ ~ T W ~ ) ]  
+co 
+ Yi(s-j2mwo)H(s-j2mw~)[(C} ( T S + I ) - { F ) ( T S + I - ~ ~ ~ T W ~ ) ]  
r = - m  
rfO,  m i- I 
- j2n ( r -m)  - 
E N .  
The terms in  each bracket can be evaluated as 
cc n2 [ { B } ( T s + ~ )  -{E} ( ~ s + l - j 2 m ~ w ~ ) l =  -
4 
By substituting these values into equation (116) 
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5 
- 
6 
- 
TABLE II. ABBREVIATIONS USED IN EQUATION 115 
General 
Expression 
odd 
+E 
P = - W  
odd 
G(s-jPud 
P(2m - 1) 
G(s-j.hn) 
P(2r - 1) P = - m  
odd 
+E G(s- iwor2m+P1)  -1 2 
p = - W  
odd 
G ( ~ - j ~ n [ 2 m + P 1 ) ,  
P(2k- [2m+P] ) 
I = - W  
odd 
I 
i a 
I For G(s) = T ~ i  
I 
Symbol 
In Equation 1 115 
- -  
4(TS+ I )  2(TSf 1)' 
( T S +  I - j 2 r ~ w ~ )  
~ T T  wo tanh (e) 
2(7s+ I) ( T S +  I -j2m7wo) 
- 
I 4 (7s +I - j 2 m ~  W O )  2 (TS+ 1 - j 2 m - r ~ ~ )  
XT tan T (k-m) ~ T T W O  tanhe (*) 2 T W n  + 
4(k-m)  ~ ( T S  +I - j2m7wn) 
(TS+ i - j 2 k ~ w 0 )  
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Pi(s - j2mwo) (TS+ 1 - j2m7-q)  n 2 j2nm 
4 1  
- - Y. (S) (75  +I)€ 
i- 1 j2nm - [ ~ 1 '  (117) + Yi(s)H(s)  [- N + Yi(s - j2mwo) H ( s  - j2mao) 
By combining terms and solving for  Y. (s  - j2mwo) 
1 
i-1 i- 1 
j2nm - j2nm- N - ~ X ( S ) E  [ T S +  1 - aH(s)] Yi(s)c N + =X(s - j2mwo) 
Y. (s - j2mwo) = 
I€ equation (118) is compared with equation (104) for the coupled case, 
(118) 1 T S +  I - j 2 m ~ ~ 0 - = H ( s - j 2 m w o )  
i t  will be seen that the equations are similar. Equation (104) represents the 
entire CN and therefore contains a factor fi, the number of forward parallel 
paths in the equivalent block diagram. Equation (1 18) represents only a single 
i 
th j2rm( i  - I ) / N  path and therefore contains the phasing term E 
To obtain Y( s) for the CN of Figure 36 it is necessary to substitute 
equation ( 118) into equation ( 115) to eliminate the frequency shifted values of 
Yi( s) , and then to sum the Yi( S)'S over all the forward paths. 
the first step, we see that 
Performing 
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Equation ( I 1  9) can be simplified by letting 
N a  A = -  
T S f  1 
C = ~ s $ . l - j 2 k N r w ~  
= sum of all k terms except k = 0 
k2-W 
N = the number of forward paths in the equivalent block diagram. 
Then substituting these expressions into equation (119) 
solving €or Y. ( s )  
combining terms,  and 
we see that 
1 
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Equation (120) is summed over all N forward paths to obtain the total 
output 
Af te r  performing the indicated summation in equation (121) ,  we can see 
r 
N 
that the only harmonics present in the output wi l l  be when the ratio - = k, 
where k is an integer. Substituting equation (120) into equation (121) , letting 
r = kN, and then performing the indicated summation, w e  find that 
X(s )  
H(s - j2kNwn) 
C [C - a H ( s  - j2kNwo)] {ALi -B]  + N a 2 B  k = - w  
Y ( s )  = 
H (S - j 2 k N ~ o )  + -0 A 
1-- N [ l - B ]  H ( s ~ + a 2 B [ ~ - H ~ ~ ~  k = - w  C [C - a H ( s  - j2kNwo)I 
X(S - j2kNwn) 
k = - W  [ C - a H ( s  - j2kNwo)] 
H(s - j2kNwn) + O00 A 
1-- N [I-B] H(s)+a2B[:- H ( s 4  k = - w  C [C -a H ( s  - j2kNwo)] 
The output, Y( s) , of the uncoupled CN of Figure 36 is completely 
characterized by equation (122) .  For  the case of N = 1 , we see that equations 
(105) and ( 122) are identical, o r  the coupled case is the same as the uncoupled 
case for  a single commutated capacitor. 
(Fig. 36) reduces the effect of the feedback transfer function H( s) and the 
frequency shifted transfer function H( s - j2kNwo) by a factor of N from that of 
the coupled case. This condition results in an increase in the magnitude of the 
harmonics o r  sideband frequency components. These results, deduced from 
equation (122) ,  have also been observed experimentally. 
Fo r  N > I, the uncoupled configuration 
It would be highly desirable if the output of the CN, Y( s) , could be 
expressed as a function of a generalized forward transfer function G(s)  as well  
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as a generalized feedback transfer function H( s )  . However, this does not appear 
to be possible with the technique just presented. One of the important steps in 
solving for  Y( s )  was to eliminate the dependent variable in its shifted form, 
Y( s - j2kNoo).  
t e rms  still under the summation sign of both expressions (all terms except 
k = 0 and k = m) so that they would add out when the difference was  taken 
between Y( s )  and Y( s - j2kNwo). To perform the modification, each equation 
of Y( s )  and Y( s - j2kNwo) w a s  multiplied by a different factor dependent upon 
G ( s )  to insure the equality of the terms under the two infinite summation signs. 
This dependence upon G( s) appears to rule out any further generalization. 
This step w a s  accomplished by modifying the coefficients of the 
Forward Transfer Functions for Commutated Networks 
In the analysis of CN's  with a generalized feedback element, treated in 
the preceding two sections, a definite forward transfer function had to be 
specified to facilitate the calculation of the output, Y( s )  . Because of this 
requirement, a procedure for handling a wide range of forward transfer functions 
will now be given. The specific problem is to reduce the second infinite summa- 
tion in equation (89) to a closed-form expression. 'The second infinite summa- 
tion for a CN using square-wave commutation and a general forward transfer 
function G( s) is 
G ( s - j l o , )  
I =-Ca 
odd 
The closed form expression of equation (123) for a forward transfer 
cc 
function G ( s )  =- has already been given and is listed in Table III. 
cases where the forward transfer function is higher than a first order  transfer 
function, but with nonrepeated roots, the same technique can be applied after 
expanding the transfer function into partial fractions. F o r  example, let 
For 
' T S +  I 
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TABLE 111. CLOSED FORMS FOR ELEMENTARY 
COMMUTATED TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
I a 
+ o o  
G(s  - j awo)  
I = - - 0 3  
odd 
- 
4 r ( ~ s  - j 2 r - r ~ ~ )  2Ts(Ts  - j2r7w0) 
2 (7s +1) ( T S  +1- j 2 r ~  wo) 
6 ( r )  = 1 when r = 0 
6 ( r )  = 0 when r f 0 
7: 
The partial fraction expansion is 
where 
Substituting equation (125) into expression (123) yields 
I -  1 'c" =-co [1(2r -1) (T1i+  i - j T 1 j w o )  1(2 r  - . t ) ( T 2 i +  i - j T 2 1 w O )  C + C 
( 1 2 6 )  odd 
Rearranging the terms of (126) to Sum Over Positive integers only gives 
(127) odd 
By using the identities froin Appendix B, expression { 127) can be written 
as 
L T ~ S  + 1 - j 2 r ~ ~ w ~  
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The expression ( 128) can now be substituted into the equation for  Y, ( s) , 
i. e. , equation (89) for  the coupled case, o r  equation (109) for the uncoupled 
case. An equivalent block diagram for G(s) after the partial fraction expansion 
has been carr ied out is shown in Figure 37. Notice that both forward transfer 
functions are modulated by the same square-wave function, pi(t) .  A l l  linear 
transfer functions with nonrepeating roots can be expanded into partial fractions 
and treated in this way, even those transfer functions with numerator dynamics. 
Table I11 gives the closed form expressions for  most elementary transfer 
function forms encountered in CN applications. 
1 
FIGURE 37. EQUIVALENT BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR THE PARTIAL 
K 
FRACTION EXPANSION OF G( S) = 
( s + a )  ( s + P )  
The case for a forward transfer function with repeated roots is slightly 
more difficult to handle. 
let 
To illustrate one method of treating repeated roots 
K 
G ( s )  = 
(7s 4- 1)'
9 
where y is a positive integer. Consider the case where y = 2; then expression 
(123) can be written as 
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odd 
The closed form expression of equation (130) can be obtained by the 
theory of residues as presented by MacRobert [ 221. 
grated on a circle of infinite radius is 
The function that is inte- 
K 
z ( a  - z) (b - C Z ) ~ ( I  + e 
f (z )  = 
where 
a = 2r 
b = T S + I  
The last te rm in the denominator, , has simple poles at the points 
I + ejTz 
z = f I, f 3,  f 5 ,  . . . , o r  all odd integers; the sum of its residues results in 
an expression similar to equation ( 1 3 0 ) .  The closed form expression for equation 
(130) is 
odd 
+ T T W ~ K  ( T S +  I - j r T w o )  
( T S  + ( T S  +I - j2r7w0)2  7- "0 
where 
6 ( r )  = I, r =  0 
6 ( r )  = 0, r Z O .  
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The theory of residues can be used to sum infinite series that have te rms  
higher than second-order in the denominator, but it is very unlikely that such 
te rms  will  ever appear in any practical CN. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The most tractable method, of those investigated, fo r  analyzing CN's  
employing full-wave balanced commutation w a s  found to be Laplace transforms. 
When using Laplace transform techniques, a method has  been developed for 
analyzing feedback systems employing CN's  in  the forward loop and any transfer 
function in the feedback loop. The method wi l l  handle any physically realizable 
transfer function used for the CN as wel l  as any number of commutation phases. 
The method is applicable to both coupled and uncoupled CN's ,  and although it 
was  developed for full-wave balanced CN's  i t  is extendible to half-wave balanced 
CN's. It w a s  shown that although CN's  are linear from the superposition 
theory viewpoint, l inew feedback theory is not applicable because of the 
harmonics present in the feedback loop. 
Techniques for simplifying the analysis of CN's  by the use of equivalent 
block diagrams are shown to provide additional insights into CN operation. 
applications involving single-phase CN's,  the importance of the phase relation 
between the input signal and that of the commutation function, when the input 
signal frequency equals the commutation function frequency , has been demon- 
strated by the quasi-continuous frequency response characteristic of the net- 
work. 
For 
A characteristic of CN's  that may tend to limit their application is the 
generation of harmonics in the output signal. Polyphase CN's  with properly 
phased commutation functions (more  than two iphases) are shown to simplify 
the harmonic suppression problem by increasing the order  of the lowest 
harmonic present in the output signal. 
The commutation function used for this investigation w a s  the ideal square- 
This is perhaps the most important of the commutation functions because wave. 
it is easy and economical to mechanize. In the area of A C  servo systems, 
however, one usually encounters sine wave modulation and demodulation functions. 
If square-wave CN's  are used for compensation in an AC servo feedback system, 
the cascading of sine wave modulators with square-wave modulators wi l l  
probably occur. Although the method developed for  analyzing CN's  with feedback 
75 
circuits can be used to obtain a useful approximate answer, i t  will not yield an 
exact solution to the AC servo feedback problem, nor will any other known 
method. This appears to be a good area for future study. 
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Huntsville, Alabama, July 24, 1968 
125-19-04-00-62 
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APPENDIX A 
EXPER IMENTAL TEST EQU I PMENT AND PROCEDURES 
To obtain frequency response data of the CN's investigated in this study, 
a frequency response analyzer, a Model 711A, Transfer Function Analyzer, 
made by Boonshaft and Fuchs, Incorporated, of Hatboro, Pennsylvania, was 
used. The analyzer consists of four functional units. The interconnection of 
these four units and that of the element under test are shown in block diagram 
form in Figure A-I .  A s  shown in this figure, the analyzer consists of a low- 
frequency signal generator (LFG) , a return signal analyzer (RSA) , a phase 
and amplitude computer (PAC) ,  and a timing interval reader (TIR) . The 
external oscillator shown in Figure A-I is used to drive the commutator units 
of the CN at the commutation frequency oo. 
The Boonshaft Analyzer meas- 
BOONSHAFT FREQUENCY ANALYZER 
1 r ----------- ures the frequency response over a range from 0.01 to 200 Hz with an 
for phase and f 0.25 dB for  amplitude. 
The output data are presented as in- 
phase and quadrature components as 
wel l  as total amplitude and phase. 
Noise on the return signal from the 
40 dB o r  more. 
I I 
I I 
I 
IN - I I 
I 
I PHASE I 
accuracy of better than * 2 degrees 
I 
QUADRATURE AMPLITUOE I element under test is attenuated by 
The LFG is mechanized as a 
second order  loop that solves the 
differential equation of a sine wave 
using three chopper-stabilized oper- 
ational amplifiers and two matched 
sets of precision condensers and 
resistors.  An additional amplifier 
is used so that f sin ut and * cos ut 
signals are available for  use in the 
RSA. An output amplifier provides 
the high power level output signal to 
drive the element under test. The 
frequency range of the LFG is from 
0.0100 to 200 Hz,  available in 5 
RETURN 
SIGNAL 
REFERENCE 
SIGNAL 
ELEMENT 
UNDER T E S l  
DRIVING 
COMMUTATOR 
UNITS 
FIGURE A-I. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF 
FFEQUENCY RESPONSE 
MEASUREMENTS 
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ranges. The frequency can be incremented by 0.001 of a unit for each frequency 
range with an accuracy of 
0.999 Hz, the increment can be as small  as 0.001 Hz. 
1 percent of the setting. For the range 0.100 to 
The RSA has two modes of operation, normal and fast. In the normal 
mode the RSA accepts the return signal f rom the element under test, performs 
a Fourier analysis, and separates it into in-phase and quadrature components. 
The Fourier analysis is accomplished by multiplying the return signal by the 
sine and cosine reference signals and averaging the results by passing them 
through low-pass filters. The resulting DC signals are directly proportional to 
the in-phase and quadrature components and are read-out on meters shown in 
Figure A-1. 
The TIR contains a precision timing circuit for  fast operation of the 
RSA on signal frequencies below 1.0 Hz. In the "fast" operate mode, the 
element under test is excited and then the unit is switched to operate and a 
precision timing circuit places the RSA into operation fo r  100 seconds in the 
0 .01  to 0.1 Hz frequency range and 10 seconds in the 0.1 to 1.0 Hz frequency 
range. The outputs from the multiplications in the RSA are integrated for  a 
precise time interval and then the integrator is placed in a "hold" mode and 
the results are read out. The TIR also contains an offset meter  and potentiometer 
for  biasing out DC signals in the return signal up to & 15 volts DC. 
The PAC accepts the in-phase and quadrature signals from the RSA 
and computes the total amplitude and phase. 
In taking the frequency response data of a single-capacitor CN, a 
slightly different procedure from that normally used had to be adopted to obtain 
good data. With an input signal frequency w and a commutation frequency wo, 
the return signal to the RSA wi l l  contain frequency components w ,  2w0 - w ,  
2w0 + w ,  4w0 + w ,  . . . . 'After multiplication by sin ut, the output from the RSA 
will contain the frequencies 2w, 2w0, 2w0 - 2w, 2w0 + 2w, . . . , plus a DC term. 
A s  the input signal frequency w approaches wo,  the 2w0 - 2w frequency term 
becomes an extremely low frequency te rm and is not attenuated any appreciable 
amount. It is easy to visualize in the "fasttf operation mode, how the output 
f rom the integrator would depend on where in the period of the ( 2w0 - 2w)  com- 
ponent the integration stopped. To circumvent this potential source of e r ror ,  
the normal mode of operation was  used and the DC component was obtained by 
averaging the high and low readings of the meters  for both in-phase and 
quadrature components. The amplitude and phase w e r e  then hand calculated. 
With this procedure good agreement between theoretical and experimental data 
was  obtained. 
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When the input signal frequency equaled the commutation frequency, the 
use of the separate oscillator to drive the commutator units -was discontinued 
and the signal f rom the LFG was used to drive the commutator units. This 
procedure eliminated the possible e r r o r  caused by drift in either oscillator and 
the difficult task of precisely matching the frequencies of two independent 
oscillators. It also permits a precise control of the phase between the input 
signal and commutation function. 
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APPENDIX B 
SUMMATION FORMULAS 
The following summation formulas, taken from Weiss  1231 and Rvshik - -  
1241, are useful when analyzing CN: and Gradstein 
cm 
f 
cm 
cm 
f 
cm 
k= I 
odd 
k= I 
odd 
k= I 
odd 
k= I 
odd 
k= I 
odd 
k= I 
odd 
7r 7r tan -x I - = -  k2 - x2 4x 2 
tanh f x  7r = -  i k 2 +  x2 4x 
7r ?r 7r 7r 
2 y  -tan - x -  - tan I - 4x 2 -  4y 
(k2 -x2) (k2 -Y2) x2 - y2 
f 7r f 7r z y - t a h  - x -  - t a h  - 4x 2 4!, - I 
(k2 + x2) (k2 + y2) y 2  - x2 
7r n 7r A - tan - x -  - t m h  zy - 4 2 437 - I 
(k2 - x2) (k2 + y2) x2+ y2 
E (xtan ; x - y t a n  7r 
4 - k2 
( k2 - x2) ( k2 - y2) x2 - Y2 
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-(xtanh 7r ;x-ytanh t y )  
4 - k2 ' (k2 + x2) (k2 + y2) x2 - y2 k= I 
odd 
71 - q x t a n  4 ;x+ytanh - 
- k2 
k= ' I (k2 - x2) (k2+ y2) x2 f y2 
odd 
7r I - - cothm -- cm k2+ x2 2x 2x2 k= I 
7r2 = -  I 
(2k- 8 k = l  . 
n2 - 8 = -  I ' (4k2 - 16 k= I 
(B-9) 
(B-IO) 
(B-11) 
(B-12) 
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